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When Tony Kushner's Angels in America hit Broadway in 1993, it won the Pulitzer Prize, swept the Tonys, and changed the way gay lives were represented in popular culture. Mike Nichols's
2003 HBO adaptation starring Meryl Streep, Al Pacino, and Mary-Louise Parker was itself a tour de force, introducing the play to an even wider public. The World Only Spins Forward offers a
riveting account of Angels in America through oral history: the vibrant conversation and debate of actors (including Streep, Parker, Nathan Lane, and Jeffrey Wright), directors, producers,
crew, and Kushner himself. Their intimate storytelling reveals the on- and offstage turmoil of the play's birth, while historians and critics situate the play in the arc of American culture, from the
staunch activism of the AIDS crisis through civil rights triumphs to our current era. Now updated with new interviews from backstage at the history-making Broadway revival that marked the
play's twenty-fifth anniversary, The World Only Spins Forward is both a rollicking theatre saga and an uplifting testament to one of the great works of American art of the past century.
Winner of the Pulitzer Prize for Drama "Angels in America: A Gay Fantasia on National Themes" "Part One, Millennium Approaches" "Part Two, Perestroika" "A vast, miraculous play...
provocative, witty and deeply upsetting... a searching and radical rethinking of American political drama." - Frank Rich, "New York Times" ""Angels in America" is the finest drama of our time,
speaking to us of an entire era of life and death as no other play within memory. It ranks as nothing less than one of the greatest plays of the twentieth century." - John Heilpern, "New York
Observer" "A victory for theater, for the transforming power of the imagination to turn devastation into beauty." - John Lahr, "New Yorker" ""Angels in America" is the broadest, deepest, most
searching American play of our time." - Jack Kroll, "Newsweek" This new edition of Tony Kushner's masterpiece is published with the author's recent changes and a new introduction in
celebration of the twentieth anniversary of its original production. One of the most honored American plays in history, "Angels in America" was awarded two Tony Awards for Best Play and the
Pulitzer Prize for Drama. It was made into an Emmy Award-winning HBO film directed by Mike Nichols. This two-part epic, subtitled "A Gay Fantasia on National Themes," has received
hundreds of performances worldwide in more than twenty-six languages.
Seminar paper from the year 2004 in the subject American Studies - Literature, grade: 1, Free University of Berlin (John-F.-Kennedy Institut), 15 entries in the bibliography, language: English,
abstract: Much has been written about the homosexual and political playwright Tony Kushner. Interestingly, not so much has been said about his Jewish background and its impact on his
dramatic work. Especially, his most acknowledged play "Angels in America – A Gay Fantasia on National Themes" which is mainly set in New York City "this strange place, in the melting pot
where nothing melted" as Rabbi Isidor Chemelwitz observes in the first scene of "Millennium Approaches", is highly concerned with Judaism in general and American Jewry in particular.
Naturally, different readings of Kushner's two-part play are possible. Nevertheless, it is crucial to reveal and analyze the importance of the Jewish tone and setting in "Angels in America" to
fully understand Kushner's complex work. Kushner picks out the topic of religion and traditional heritage in our secular, modern world as one of his central themes. As Hilary de Vries wrote in
her Chicago Tribune critique, "Kushner credits much of his interest in religion to his family background as part of the little known but thriving Jewish community in [Lake Charles] Louisiana."
When Kushner moved to New York City in 1974, the Jewish population of the city was over one million making it the largest Jewish community in the world. Even though "Kushner struggles
with an ambivalence toward Judaism due to homophobic traditions within his faith," as James Fisher stated, he nevertheless strongly connects to his own Eastern European roots. Kushner's
ambivalence is that of American Jewry in general, being torn between the modern, secular society and historical ties to ethnic and religious identity. This dilemma is put forward through the
play's fine-nuanced Jewish characters. Furthermore, the play circles around general religious allegories, which origins can be traced back to writings of Judaism, such as the Old Testament
and the Kabbalah, as well as to Christian traditions.
Tony Kushner's two-part masterwork is now available in a single edition to coincide with the broadcast of the epic HBO special directed by Mike Nichols and starring Meryl Streep, Al Pacino,
Emma Thompson, Mary-Louise Parker, Jeffrey Wright, Michael Gambon and Simon Callow, scheduled for December 2003.
Playwright Tony Kushner is a voice of intellectualism, neo-socialism, gay activism and political outrage in an era when the political pendulum has swayed to the right. Through scalding humor,
thought, and compassion, he explores political dynamics and the human condition in the modern era, shedding light on and giving hope for the direst of circumstances. His best known work,
Angels in America, delves beneath the anti-gay rhetoric and political superficiality of the AIDS pandemic to true suffering and transformation. His political epic Homebody/Kabul engages the
issue of terrorism and conflicting fundamental beliefs. In this book 11 scholars explore the works of Tony Kushner across his career. Several address Angels: one explores the presentation of
homosexuality by Kushner compared to that of Tennessee Williams, who wrote in a less tolerant era; another places Angels in the contexts of Hegel's concept of freedom and the gay
revolution; a third discusses the play in terms of queer theory and politics. Homebody/Kabul is examined in two essays, one analyzing media reaction, the other exploring cultural and
economic differences, religious fundamentalism and the "West's luxurious predominance in the world." Other studies address relationships in Kushner's works to William Inge's 1950 play
Come Back, Little Sheba; the plays of experimentalist Adrienne Kennedy; and fascist creep in the era of playwrights W.H. Auden and Christopher Isherwood, among other topics.

Melbourne Theatre Company production opening at the Playhouse, 1 October 1994, starring William McCluskey and directed by Neil Armfield.
The premier American playwright of this decade speaks out about art, sexuality, and social justice
Angels in America: A Gay Fantasia on National ThemesRevised and Complete EditionTheatre Communications Group
Theater program for the British premiere at the Cottesloe Theatre; a production of the Royal National Theatre ; cast: Sean Chapman, Jeffrey Chiswick, Nancy Crane, Marcus
D'Amico, Henry Goodman, Rosemary Martin, Felicity Montagu, Joseph Mydell, Nick Reding ; Declan Donnellan, director ; Nick Ormerod, designer ; Mick Hughes, lightning ;
Paddy Cunneen, music.
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Angels in America paved a new way for American theatre in its combination of heightened theatricality and politics. Tony Kushner has emerged as one of the American theatre's
leading playwrights and productions worldwide have meant that the play has been recognized as the most important American play in decades. With the scope of the characters'
sexual, class and religious affiliations in the play, Angels in America offers a unique possibility to discuss the construction of American identity in the late 1980s and 1990s. This
guide provides a comprehensive critical introduction to the play, giving students an overview of the background and context; detailed analysis of the play including its structure,
style and characters; analysis of key production issues and choices; an overview of the performance history from the first performances of Millennium Approaches and
Perestroika to recent productions and the 2003 HBO adaptation; and an annotated guide to further reading highlighting key critical approaches.
In this book, we have hand-picked the most sophisticated, unanticipated, absorbing (if not at times crackpot!), original and musing book reviews of "Angels in America: A Gay
Fantasia on National Themes: Part One: Millennium Approaches Part Two: Perestroika." Don't say we didn't warn you: these reviews are known to shock with their
unconventionality or intimacy. Some may be startled by their biting sincerity; others may be spellbound by their unbridled flights of fantasy. Don't buy this book if: 1. You don't
have nerves of steel. 2. You expect to get pregnant in the next five minutes. 3. You've heard it all.
A revised and complete edition of this modern classic, featuring a new foreword from author Tony Kushner.
Leading critics, scholars, and theater practictioners consider the most talked-about play of the 1990s
This study explores the works of two contemporary American gay authors, David Leavitt and Tony Kushner by bringing both writers within the purview of Queer Studies. The
book provides an extensive critical examination of selected novels by Leavitt and Kushner's highly praised play Angels in America. The author compares the early modern period
in England to modern American gay literature and argues that the struggle against hegemonic norms of sexual construction links the early English dramatist Christopher Marlowe
to David Leavitt and Tony Kushner. The book contributes significantly to Gay/Lesbian/Queer Studies and American Studies by offering a thorough discussion of the complex
issues of gay male identity and queer identity in contemporary American gay literature.
Surveys the writings of the author of the Pulitzer Prize-winning drama 'Angels in America' and co-author of the Oscar-nominated screenplay for the film 'Munich'. This book guides readers through Kushner's
influences and creations to map the importance of his work in postmodern literary and cultural landscapes.
An inspired Christmas gift to the gay community--a gorgeous keepsake rendition of the poignant closing words from Broadway's Tony Award-winning Angels in America. Royalties will be donated to HIV/AIDS
organizations. A free-standing 8-panel full-color card.
A remarkable collection of new work by the author of Angels in America.
This sequel to the Pulitzer Prize winning play, picks up the story when, in the final scene of "Millennium approaches", the angel makes a traumatic entry. Prior is fighting for his life, but in the end he lectures
his friends about what AIDS has done and how the world will go on.
"ANGELS IN AMERICA has proved to be a watershed drama, the most lyrical and ambitious augury of an era since Tennessee Williams's The Glass Menagerie." John Lahr, The New Yorker "The most
influential American play of the last two decades." Patrick Healy, The New York Times "Daring and dazzling! The most ambitious American play of our time: an epic that ranges from earth to heaven; focuses
on politics, sex and religion; transports us to Washington, the Kremlin, the South Bronx, Salt Lake City and Antarctica; deals with Jews, Mormons, WASPs, blacks; switches between realism and fantasy, from
the tragedy of AIDS to the camp comedy of drag queens to the death or at least absconding of God." Jack Kroll, Newsweek "The greatest American play of the waning years of the twentieth century." Chris
Jones, Chicago Tribune

No theatrical work emerged from the AIDS crisis of the 1980s with as much national and global influence as Tony Kushner’s two-part Angels in America: A Gay Fantasia on National
Themes—Millennium Approaches (1991) and Perestroika (1992). Prior Walter, a gay man living with AIDS, concludes the cycle with a charge to the audience: “The Great Work Begins.”
Angels in America presents itself as a part of that Great Work, placing the various experiences of its characters at the center of a growing conversation on sexual identity. The period of the
play’s first workshops to its successful premiers around the world parallel the window of time during which queer theory became a coherent academic discipline. Kushner’s play has been
critically dissected from a broad range of perspectives, including a queer lens; however, Angels in America has yet to be recognized as a work of queer theory itself. This thesis examines
Angels in America as a work that emerges alongside landmark texts of queer theory as a praxis that embodies its own theories about identity formation under discursive institutional power.
The dramatic dialogue of the play allows for the multivocality of Kushner’s characters to shape a neo-Platonic dialectic on queer ideology and the construction of the sexual self. The
characters’ manifold assertions embrace the ambiguity and discord that have marked queer theory and sexuality studies, as well as foreshadowing further developments within the American
LGBT civil rights and queer visibility movements.
Dramatizes the effects of AIDS on the United States through the experiences of lawyer Roy Cohn, a Morman couple, and a young man called Prior Walter
This thesis examines the text of Tony Kushner's monumental play, "Angels in America," and identifies major themes, concepts and characters as they personally resonated with the author, a
formerly married, closeted, contemporary American homosexual. After the script of the play is analyzed in considerable detail, a line-by-line comparison to the recorded HBO-Films version of
"Angels in America" is discussed with emphasis on the changes, if any, that were introduced by the adaptation from stage to film. It is shown that very little alteration was required to
accommodate Kushner's original construct for the television production. Kushner's published theatrical script is then compared, again line-by-line, to the published libretto and a video
recording of the world premiere performance of "Angels in America," an opera by Hungarian composer Péter Eötvös and his wife, librettist Mari Mezei. This adaptation requires substantial
changes to, and deletions from, the theatrical script. The thesis them examines the impact of the changes and deletions made for the opera to those major themes, concepts and characters
that originally attracted the author to this material when presented on the theatrical stage. The author's conclusion is that the opera, while interesting and of considerable artistic value in its
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own right, is very different from the original theatrical version. The Eötvös/Mezei opera shifts primary focus onto two characters, Prior Walter and Harper Pitt, and away from their partners,
Louis Ironson and Joe Pitt; the roles of Roy Cohn and Belize are substantially reduced, and the role of Hannah is marginalized. The opera does emphasize the fantasy elements of the play, as
represented by The Angel, who is given relatively more to sing than most other major characters in the opera; the play's left-leaning, anti-Reagan political content is largely eliminated, as is
most of Kushner's campy, brittle, bitchy, Queer humor. Learning to live in contemporary America as an openly gay man in the workplace, the neighborhood and, perhaps most difficult, inside
my own head and heart was a lengthy, confusing and sometimes painful process. Kushner's words, especially his ideas and constructs as contained in "Angels in America," were a powerful
element in the author's education, burgeoning self-awareness and somewhat belated self-acceptance.
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